Introduction !
The dominant paradigm in drug discovery is the concept of designing maximally selective ligands to act on individual drug targets [1, 2] . This concept is not man-made but indirectly copied from nature. Selective pharmacological principles that occur obviously by chance in certain plants and animals have raised the awareness of the existence of such ligands. Examples include the highly-specific microtubule-interacting agents from Colchicum autumnale L., Catharanthus roseus (L.) G. Don., and Taxus brevifolia Nutt. [3, 4] , or the potent cardioactive glycosides from Digitalis spp., Strophanthus spp., Convallaria ma-jalis L., and Antiaris toxicaria (Pers.) Lesch., which target the Na + /K + -ATPase, one of the most abundant membrane proteins in nature. Cardioactive glycosides increase intracellular [Na + ] and a Ca 2+ gain via the Na + -Ca 2+ exchanger (NCX) [5] causing positive inotropic effects at low doses and other pharmacological effects at higher doses [6] . Likewise, we may mention that the highly potent and relatively selective agents are the major analgesic and/or psychoactive phytochemicals from Papaver somniferum L., Erythroxylon coca Lam., Psilocybe spp., and Cannabis sativa L. [7] , as well as the highly effective blockers of voltage-gated ion channels from pufferfish Takifugu spp. [8] . In recognition of the potency of single substances, the physician Ernst Anton Nicolai already in 1788 criticized the popular view that the more ingredients a drug had the better it was [9] . He questioned the unnecessary complexity of the opiate containing alexipharmakon mithridatium, a form of theriac, and warned about potential antagonisms, suggesting simple recipes in favor of artificially compiled mixtures. Mithridatium typically Abstract ! For centuries the science of pharmacognosy has dominated rational drug development until it was gradually substituted by target-based drug discovery in the last fifty years. Pharmacognosy stems from the different systems of traditional herbal medicine and its "reverse pharmacology" approach has led to the discovery of numerous pharmacologically active molecules and drug leads for humankind. But do botanical drugs also provide effective mixtures? Nature has evolved distinct strategies to modulate biological processes, either by selectively targeting biological macromolecules or by creating molecular promiscuity or polypharmacology (one molecule binds to different targets). Widely claimed to be superior over monosubstances, mixtures of bioactive compounds in botanical drugs allegedly exert synergistic therapeutic effects. Despite evolutionary clues to molecular synergism in nature, sound experimental data are still widely lacking to support this assumption. In this short review, the emerging concept of network pharmacology is highlighted, and the importance of studying ligandtarget networks for botanical drugs is emphasized. Furthermore, problems associated with studying mixtures of molecules with distinctly different pharmacodynamic properties are addressed. It is concluded that a better understanding of the polypharmacology and potential network pharmacology of botanical drugs is fundamental in the ongoing rationalization of phytotherapy.
contained opium, myrrh, saffron, ginger, cinnamon, and castor oil, along with some forty other ingredients [10, 11] . Patients would use theriacs as a preventative against any kind of poisoning and eventually against just about anything. Nicolai, like most physicians today, believed in the advantage of specific monosubstances, and long before the discovery of metabolizing enzymes raised concerns about adverse drug interactions. Doubts about the efficacy of these complex panaceas arose in the mid-18 th century and concerns of the adverse nature of interactions between the numerous ingredients surfaced in Heberdenʼs treatise of 1745 [12] . In Western medicine, the emerging molecular pharmacology or biomedicine soon became the cornerstone of drug discovery. Paul Ehrlich is often quoted for his postulate of creating "magic bullets" for the use in the fight against human diseases. His work has inspired generations of scientists to devise powerful molecular therapeutics with clearly defined targets, ranging from microorganisms to macromolecules [13] . Subsequent to the isolation of the first bioactive natural products and the generation of the first synthetic therapeutic agents, the scientific concept of maximally selective and highly potent ligands was continuously developed. This was primarily based on the increasing knowledge about the molecular nature of drug action and the structure elucidation of macromolecules over the last 50 years [14] . Several bioactive natural products were also instrumental in the elucidation of physiological targets, and biologically active small molecules have long proven useful in the exploration of cell biology [15] . For example, in the early 20th century Otto Löwi discovered acetylcholine and its receptors [16] . He classified the receptors according to ligand specificity as muscarinic and nicotinic, respectively, because the parasympathomimetic natural products muscarine from Amanita muscaria (L. ex FR) Lam. and nicotine from Nicotiana tabacum L. rather selectively target these structurally distinct acetylcholine receptors. Until recently, the paradigm of potent and selective drugs remained unchallenged in the context of drug discovery and development [2, 17] . There are numerous examples where the classic medicinal chemistry approach has led to the development of successful drugs with as yet unchallenged target-selectivity, and only some selected examples are provided here. These include the microtubule-targeting anticancer agents currently used in the clinic, which show maximal selectivity and potency in targeting microtubule dynamics in combination with favorable pharmacodynamics properties, as exemplified by the phytochemical taxol and its synthetic analogue taxotere (vide supra) and ixabepilon, an analogue of the microbial natural product epothilone B [18] . Or diazepam (valium), a potent anxiolytic and sleep-inducing benzodiazepine which selectively and potently targets GABA A receptors in brain synapses (although it also weakly binds to mitochondrial benzodiazepine receptor [MBR]) [19] . Regarding the discovery of diazepam, Leo Sternbach commented that it was surprising that a spontaneously occurring lactam degradation product of chlordiazepoxide yielded a compound that was more active than this very first benzodiazepine [20] . Thus, medicinal chemistry and serendipity enabled the optimization of this drug lead. Other examples include the selective proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs) of the gastric H+/K+-ATPase like (R)-lansoprazole, which prevents the stomach from producing gastric acid [21] , and the anticancer agent gefitinib (Iressa ® ), the first selective inhibitor of epidermal growth factor receptorʼs (EGFR) tyrosine kinase domain [22] . The latter was synthesized in a medicinal chemistry initiative at AstraZeneca.
Rather intriguingly, based on this paradigm of selective and highly potent drug actions, during the last 20 years relatively few drugs have reached the market due to high attrition rates [23] . As appropriately mused by Morrow et al. [23] , despite the dramatic increase of global spending on drug discovery and development, the approval rate for new drugs is declining, due chiefly to toxicity and undesirable side effects. In fact, lack of efficacy and toxicity are the two main causes for attrition in drug development, accounting for 60% of the failures [24] . There are numerous cases where highly selective and potent drug candidates turned out to be toxic or ineffective in late-stage preclinical studies. For instance, highly selective kinase inhibitors were developed in vitro to treat certain forms of cancer, but turned out to be toxic or ineffective in vivo [25] . As a target class, kinases have received considerable attention over the last 20 years. There are now 8 kinase inhibitors on the market, approved for treat different types of cancer, with many more in clinical development. All of the approved compounds inhibit more than one tyrosine kinase, although they maintain certain selectivity over the serine/ threonine and phosphoinositide kinase classes. This multiple target activity has proven advantageous in an oncology setting [26] . The well-publicized market withdrawal of Vioxx (rofecoxib), which is a potent and selective COX-2 inhibitor, stands for a series of high-profile pharmaceutical products that were taken off the market due to safety reasons. Was Ehrlichs drug paradigm overstressed in drug research and development, and was the excessive off-target profiling, made possible through new assay technologies, counterproductive in the search for efficacious drugs? We may assume that polypharmacology is positively associated with drug actions. Indeed, most of the known successful drugs that are on the market appear to act via modulation of multiple proteins rather than single targets. In drug discovery, lead profiling to reduce potential off-target effects at target families associated with toxicity or adverse effects helped to make drugs safer [27] . Nevertheless, most therapeutically effective central nervous system (CNS) drugs appear to interact with more than one relevant protein target. This is also true for most other drug families. As pointed out by Brötz-Oesterhelt and Brunner [28] , all antibiotics that have been successfully employed for decades as monotherapeutics in the treatment of bacterial infections rely on mechanisms of bacterial growth inhibition which are by far more complex than inhibition of a single enzyme. Drug-target interactions with antibiotics involve the modulation of whole networks rather than single targets [29] . It is tempting to speculate that nature itself has evolved the concept of so-called "dirty" or promiscuous agents to achieve pharmacological potency and plasticity by polypharmacology (vide infra). The question raised here is whether bioactive mixtures of promiscuous natural products are conceptually better than targetselective monosubstances [30, 31] and whether phytotherapy, making use of natural mixtures of phytochemicals, is leading the way. In this short note, I take a look at the different aspects of drug mixtures and their potential as medicines. To that aim, the emerging concepts of polypharmacology and network pharmacology will be discussed in the context of ecological chemistry and the pharmacology of botanical drugs. In particular, the inherent complexity and the challenges that are encountered in this line of research will be highlighted. Needless to say that the topic is large and I shall bring up only a few selected examples although many more could be provided.
On the Culture of Mixing, Looking for Synergies, and the Dangers of Drug Interactions ! A hallmark of traditional phytotherapy is to make use of plant extracts to fabricate rather complex combinations. Many medicinal plants are now also registered and marketed as molecular mixtures under the label of botanical drugs, and even single extracts are mixtures [30] . From a historical point of view, the mixing of ingredients may well reflect the cultural diversity and ethnic ingenuity, or an ancient longing to find a panacea (i.e., the perfect mixture), or simply the incapacity of isolating the active principle. Indeed, drug recipes of plant mixtures together with magic formulae are already found in the ancient Egyptian medicinal book referred to as Papyrus Ebers, written in 1500 BC [32] . The 12th century manuscript Antidotarium Nicolai is considered as the first general dispensatory, and it was the first guide for composed medicines [33] . In China, formulations of botanical mixtures have continuously evolved over the last thousand years and more than 100 000 formulae are currently documented [34, 35] . Even the contemporary Western pharmacopoeias (e.g., Phar. Eur.) list medicinal plant combinations that are as ancient as Dioscurides De Materia Medica [36] . The same picture is seen in traditional pharmacopoeias worldwide (vide infra). The obvious question here is whether such drug mixtures have been designed based on empirical (i.e., scientific) principles [35] or whether they merely reflect upon the (irrational or a priori) intuitions of the practitioners and traditions [37, 38] , or both? Patwardhan et al. [39] argue that medicinal plants have been validated over thousands of years and that this makes them outstanding (also in a pharmacological context). The emerging picture is that approximately 10-30 % of all higher plants known are used in a therapeutic context and are regarded as medicinal [40] [41] [42] [43] , depending on the region and cultural diversity (this may not be true for poorly inhabited habitats like tropical rain forests). Is it possible that two out of ten plants possess medicinal properties? If this is the case, what is the contribution of the mixtures of phytochemicals? It is not my intention to question the empirical nature of ethnopharmacology [39, 44] , but I intend to partially deconstruct the pharmacology part. This is necessary to provide a basis on which to discuss the role of molecular pharmacology. One should not forget that it is a long way to prove that botanical drugs are pharmacologically effective and that mixtures are better than monosubstances. Since therapeutic effectiveness also includes nonmolecular aspects such as the placebo effect (meaning response) [45, 46] , the focus in this note is explicitly on the molecular pharmacology part. Reverse pharmacology, a term originally coined to describe the de-orphanization of G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) [47] but here used to describe the process of uncovering the mode of action of botanical drugs [39] , has led to the elucidation and isolation of highly potent constituents in traditional medicines or poisons (morphine, cocaine, Δ 9 -THC, digitoxin, lysergic acid, and aconitine, etc.). Such molecules were typically used as lead structures for drug discovery or chemical biology [48, 49] . Thus, in most cases only defined constituents in the given mixtures proved to be relevant for the pharmacological activity. In the last decades the discovery of highly potent leads from medicinal plants has declined despite the marked increase in scientific studies on this topic and the discovery of numerous promising natural leads from microbial or marine sources [50, 51] . This has fostered or led to the notion that in phytotherapy, most probably, the mixture makes the medicine. On the other hand, the history of botanical drugs worldwide (traditional de materia medica) becomes a more frequent issue in contemporary pharmacology and the scope of drug discovery in traditional formulations is further expanding [35, 52] . Ethnopharmacologists correctly tend to believe that during cultural evolution such botanical drug formulations may have been developed empirically [35, 44, [53] [54] [55] . However, it is important to remember that most traditional pharmacopoeias are not based on molecular concepts but contain predominant metaphysical elements and believes (e.g., doctrine of signatures, incorporation of spiritual healing, magic, etc.). Thus, the history of medicinal plants may trick the naïve molecular researcher because from an emic point of view, mixtures and admixtures mean more than molecular pharmacology. During ethnopharmacological fieldwork among the Yanomami Amerindians in the Venezuelan Amazon, I observed that the hunting poison curare (mamokori) could contain up to 10 distinct botanical ingredients, depending on regional differences and local recipes, and some admixtures also contained highly toxic principles [56] . Irrespective of the admixtures, the plants that were considered to be essential for the toxic action were species of the tubocurarine containing plant genus Strychnos (Loganiaceae), all referred to as momokori. However, the admixtures could improve the poison (overall effectiveness) providing holistic qualities even outside the scope of pharmacology; e.g., they made the hunter more apt and the animal imprudent. Variations in recipes among villages were also found for the hallucinogenic snuff yopo, despite the fact that the bioactive principles are tryptamines, i.e., dimethyltriptamine (DMT), from the seeds of the Fabaceae Anandenanthera peregrina (L.) Spreng. Without a controlled experimental analysis during fieldwork, it was impossible to find out whether the addition of admixtures actually improved the effectiveness of the main plant (i.e., Strychnos sp.). The same Yanomami groups in the remote rain forests suffered from bacterial eye infections and did not make an association between infection and disease transmission, just like people in the West prior to Joseph Lister and the discovery of general antiseptics. Thus, while they did not make use of antimicrobial agents from plants (e.g., antiseptic resins), poisons and snuff drugs were highly evolved principles in the traditional Yanomami society and fundamental for hunting and spiritual healing, respectively. Irrespective of the fact that empirical observations can either be reliable or misleading, traditional pharmacopoeias surely are always more than molecular pharmacology. However, the concept of mixing plants to make a more potent poison or medicine is ancient and is very popular in the diverse forms of traditional phytotherapy, including the schools of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), Ayurveda, and the numerous ethnic pharmacopoeias. Therefore, the apparently conserved ethnomedical trait of using plant mixtures to cure should not be ignored in contemporary pharmacology, but considered more carefully. Even in countries where monosubstances are easily available, botanical drug mixtures are prescribed frequently. In Japan, more than 50 % of allopathic doctors prescribe traditional medicines (e.g., Kampo) for their patients. In the UK, between 7 % and 48% of cancer patients report taking botanical drugs after diagnosis [57] . In the US the number of visits to providers of Complementary Alternative Medicine in the last decades has exceeded the number of visits to all primary care physicians [57] [58] [59] . According to the WHO, in some Asian and African countries, 80 % of the population depends on traditional medicine for primary health care [60] . TCM, Ayurveda, and Tibetan botanical drugs are booming in the Western world, and the development and commercialization of botanical drug mixtures in allopathic medicine is continuously increasing. In particular, TCM products, which are usually mixtures of plants and other natural agents, are becoming increasingly popular [61] . Kong et al. speak of a paradigm shift (probably meaning a backward shift) from finding single agents to combining them to generate new remedies [35] . No one would contradict that in order to appreciate such mixtures as potentially interesting and therapeutically relevant, we need to deconstruct their underlying pharmacology. Endeavors in this direction have been widely reported. To provide an example, PHY906, a four-herb TCM formulation with a history of more than 1500 years of human use, is currently being developed as rational phytopharmakon by the Chinese company Phytoceutica, Inc. [62] . Each of PHY906ʼs four component plant species possess a distinct pharmacological profile, including anticancer and antiviral activity, hematological and immunological stimulation, analgesic activity, liver protection, and appetite improvement [62] . While for Western pharmacologists this heterogeneity may be confusing, Asian practitioners do not see a problem in the polyvalent nature of such medicines. Traditionally, PHY906 has been used to treat diarrhea, abdominal spasms, fever, headache, vomiting, nausea, extreme thirst, and subcardial distention. Although a phase I/IIA double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, cross-over, dose escalation clinical study of PHY906 to reduce toxicity of irinotecan-based chemotherapy with advanced colorectal cancer has been carried out successfully, this botanical drug has not yet obtained FDA approval. Thus, future clinical studies will show whether PHY906 safely counteracts the toxicity of irinotecan via the multiple, apparently synergistic anti-inflammatory mechanisms recently reported [63] . The Tibetan botanical drug mixture Padma 28 has been shown to be clinically superior over placebo to treat intermittent claudication [64] . The herbal four-plant preparation Ze185 showed to be an efficacious and safe short-term treatment in patients with somatoform disorders, superior over placebo [65] . However, to date there is no clear insights as to how Padma 28 and Ze185 might exert such therapeutic effects and whether all constituents are necessary for therapeutic efficacy. These examples show that contemporary evidence-based phytotherapy continues to employ botanical drugs to achieve superior effects over monosubstances, taking the risk of complexity criticized by Nicolai more than 200 years ago. Unfortunately, so far there is relatively little sound data (including clinical data) that would provide a strong scientific basis to justify the mixing of plant extracts to improve pharmacological efficacy. But they do exist. A classic example is the hallucinogenic Amazonian plant mixture ayahuasca first reviewed in Schultes [66, 67] . By mixing plant extracts that contain both inhibitors of the enzyme monoamine oxidase (MAO) and psychoactive tryptamines, indigenous practitioners in the remote past, by error and trial or serendipity, developed the first formulation of orally available psychoactive tryptamines [67] . This is an outstanding example of pharmacological synergy between two classes of compounds that target different proteins. There are many other recent reports on actual and putative pharmacological synergies between plant mixtures and/or single phytochemicals [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] , but in many cases the experimental proof and in particular the clinical corroboration remain insufficient. Rational drug combinations are known in the clinic and have first been pointed out by Berenbaum in the 1980s [84] . A recent example is the Chinese antimalarial plant Artemisia annua L. Although the pharmacological lead compound artemisinin was isolated and developed clinically, the use of the drug as a monotherapy is explicitly discouraged by the WHO as there have been signs that malarial parasites are developing resistance to the drug. Combination therapies that include artemisinin are the preferred treatment for malaria, and are both effective and well tolerated in patients [85] . In conventional Western medicine different drugs are frequently administered at the same time, thus causing wanted or unwanted mixtures of pharmacologically active compounds [84] . Wanted effects include drug combinations in pain management [86, 87] or the coadministration of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitors (e.g., Zosuquidar trihydochloride or Tariquidar [XR9576]) with anticancer agents that tend to be substrates for this ABC transporter, thus preventing chemoresistance [88] . Multitarget therapy is used in the treatment of AIDS and infectious diseases. Penicillin-type antibiotics are coadministered with clavulanic acid to prevent bacterial resistance [89] . The mixing of drugs seems to be a logical consequence of a linear pharmacological way of thinking. At the level of bioavailability, there are numerous studies showing that by combining compound mixtures the pharmacokinetics of certain bioactive natural products can be improved [90] [91] [92] . For example, piperin, the major alkaloid found in black pepper (Piper nigrum L.) has been shown to improve the oral bioavailability of otherwise poorly absorbable compounds [93] . One such example is the combination of piperin and curcumin, leading to an improved bioavailability of curcumin, an anti-inflammatory and anticancer phytochemical from turmeric [94] . The important issue of bioavailability will be discussed below. Drug combinations can also be dangerous due to unwanted interactions. A 2007 report by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that deaths from accidental drug interactions rose 68 percent between 1999 and 2004, continuing a steady climb since the early 1990s. Unintentional drug poisonings accounted for nearly 20 000 deaths in 2004, making the problem the second-leading cause of accidental death in the United States, after automobile accidents [95] . At the level of pharmacodynamics, drug interactions as found in plant mixtures can also be detrimental [96] . A now classic and widely cited example is the induction of CYP450 enzymes and P-gp by the bioactive lead compound hyperforin in St. Johnʼs wort (Hypericum perforatum L.), which is used to treat mild forms of depression [97] . Moreover, several botanical drugs contain toxic or even lethal principles, which need to be removed or avoided, such as, e.g., pyrolozidin alkaloids and aristolochic acid [98] [99] [100] [101] . Overall, it would probably be too simple to assume that plant mixtures are per se advantageous over monosubstances, unless there would be an evolutionary explanation. And there is always an evolutionary explanation. In the next section we will consider the concept of synergism in biological systems, looking for evolutionary clues to the superiority of compound mixtures. According to the Mosbyʼs Medical Dictionary (2008), pharmacological synergy or synergism is a joint action of two (or more) molecules (drugs) in such a manner that one enhances the action of the other to produce an effect greater than that which may be obtained with either one of the molecules in equivalent quantity or produce effects that could not be obtained with any safe quantity of either molecule, or both. Potentiation, another term used in receptor pharmacology, is a synergistic action in which the effect of two drugs given simultaneously is greater than the sum of the effects of each drug given separately. Thus, pharmacological synergy is reflected by a super-additive (a n+m ≥ a n + a m /ƒ[x + y] ≥ ƒ [x] + ƒ[y]) or super-multiplicative (a n · m ≥ a n · a m /ƒ[x · y] ≥ ƒ[x] · ƒ[y]) physiological effect by two or more molecules acting together at defined concentrations. Berenbaum was among the first to define pharmacological synergy and carried out pioneering work in the elucidation of molecular potentiation between two drugs and drug interactions [84, 102, 103] . He introduced and developed the "isobole method" which is a valuable tool also in the study of phytopharmaceuticals [30] . Advocates of botanical drugs have always been looking for synergies and were never tired of stressing the point that in phytotherapy the mixture makes the drug. But is the chemical composition of botanical drugs ever questioned, and can we be sure that nature provides us with the ideal mixtures? Clearly, plants do not produce secondary metabolites to benefit mammals but produce them to potentially address the diverse ecological pressures, such as microbial or predator attack. Plants often respond to a stressor by increasing the biosynthesis of different classes of molecules rather than just an individual secondary metabolite [104, 105] . This may be a complex reaction to a specific predator attack [106] . Or mixtures may simply affect the solubility and distribution of the potentially active constituents. In light of absorption and distribution (how to get the poison into the predator) mixtures can be favorable. For example, the ichthytoxic lignans justicidin B and piscatorin in the Amazonian fish poison plant Phyllanthus piscatorum L. are readily soluble in water when administered in the plant extract but almost water insoluble when purified [107] . In an outstanding article by Corning (1998) "The Synergism Hypothesis: On the Concept of Synergy and Itʼs Role in the Evolution of Complex Systems" [108] the author argues that synergy can provide universal functional advantages in the phenomenal world, thus providing an evolutionary gain at multiple levels. If we observe nature, bioactive compounds are very rarely produced alone, but almost always occur in mixtures with other potentially bioactive secondary metabolites. Moreover, many physiological mediators (i.e., amines, fatty acid metabolites, steroids, etc.) act by simultaneously targeting different sites. Biochemical processes often involve multiple signaling molecules that drive the biological response into one or the other direction. It is tempting to reason that nature produces groups of potentially synergistic effectors to increase the chance for success. In his fundamental paper on synergy, Berenbaum provided numerous examples of biological synergies as they might occur in physiological processes [84] . In the context of "chemical warfare" or biochemical communication, it may thus be highly advantageous (at the level of cost-benefit) for an organism to produce mixtures of molecules or molecules that are privileged scaffolds (i.e., molecules which have an intrinsic tendency towards polypharmacology, i.e., low specificity). Maybe this is the reason why polyphenolic natural products are ubiquitous in plants (positive selection of biosynthetic gene clusters) but easily metabolized and detoxified by mammals (through adaptation) [109] . From such a point of view, polyphenolic natural products which are found in numerous plants and easily undergo molecular interactions via hydrogen-bonding might favor synergies. Polyphenolics frequently target proteins in vitro and are a ubiquitous and well-evolved class of natural products. Moreover, numerous plant polyphenols have been shown to act as antioxidative agents in vitro, targeting reactive oxygen species which are potentially involved in patho-physiological processes [110] . Zhang et al. [111] questioned that polyphenols (particularly flavonoids) have evolved for scavenging free radicals. Their opposing findings, based on evolutionary reasoning, provide new clues to understanding why the strong in vitro antioxidant activities of polyphenols cannot be translated into in vivo effects, but may be related to protein interactions [111] . Molecular interactions produced by organisms could be a means to fitness. From such a theoretical point of view, synergies in botanical drugs would make absolute sense. We know that one organism can have a negative effect on another (e.g., the predator on prey), and this concept could be easily transferred to the molecular level [112, 113] . However, it is often forgotten that cooperative effects are far more common in nature (e.g., cells are self-assembling synergistic combinations of molecules!). The probability that a mixture from the same source evolved to deter or attract another organism does more of the same (in a superadditive manner) than to exert a mixed-type of response seems to be rather high. Berenbaum [84] stressed the synergic action of toxicological agents, but synergies are frequent in all contexts of ecology [114] . For instance, symbiosis between fungi and plants is essential for survival in most species, eukaryotic cells are forms of symbiosis, and humans cannot survive without bacterial symbionts in the gastrointestinal tract. Chemical signals are used widely between plants and insects in symbiosis. There is a great deal of molecular synergies in soil, an ecologically crowded place, involving different kinds of organisms [115, 116] . At all levels of nature, advantages frequently arise from cooperation between organisms and this should also be true at the molecular level and could be exploited in drug action. The teleological question why plants and other organisms produce secondary metabolites has been the subject of debate for many decades. As discussed by Firn and Jones [112, 117] , there are two extreme opinions. Some argue that most secondary metabolites play no role in increasing the fitness of an organism. The opposite view is that every secondary metabolite is made because it possesses (or did possess at some stage in evolution) a biological activity that endows the producer with increased fitness. According to Firn and Jones [117] , these opposing views can be reconciled by recognizing that, because of the principles governing molecular interactions, potent biological activity is a rare property for any molecule to possess. In fact, there are relatively few pharmacologically highly potent secondary metabolites known (e.g., defined by low nM binding to target), and they may represent less than 1 % of the total of all natural products. There are more than 5000 distinct natural product scaffolds (chemical skeleta) [118] , but less than 100 have so far inspired the development of biomedical monotherapies. The same ratio could be expected in the context of ecological chemistry (number of compounds that increase fitness of the host). Consequently, in order for an organism to evolve a biologically active molecule, many chemical structures would have to be generated (vide infra), most of which will possess no biological activity at all [113] . But this would be very inefficient, and we should not forget that evolution always works with synergies. Therefore, the action of combinating synergistic molecules should be seen as an evolutionary principle. If we assume that phytochemical mixtures exert synergistic biological effects, more effects per scaffold would be possible (l " Fig. 1 ). In theory, three apparently ineffective scaffolds combined could yield one effect. Maybe a deeper analysis of the scaffold frequencies found in medicinal plants could shed light on pharmacologically important classes of phytochemicals. It is certainly not a coincidence that alkaloids figure as the pri-mary source for centrally active agents from plants and that, e.g., the indole scaffold was very successful [119] . In a commentary by Fischbach and Clardy, it was pointed out that secondary metabolic pathways, which are turned on in response to specific cues and make natural products, typically make a variety of products [120, 121] . Some pathways make only one or two products, and some make more than 100. Thus, primary metabolic pathways are target-oriented, whereas secondary pathways are diversity-oriented. Biosynthetic molecular promiscuity, just like polypharmacology, seems to be a hallmark of molecular evolution. In light of the cost-benefit aspect of producing secondary metabolites it should be particularly beneficial for a plant to produce mixtures of small molecules made of simple and ubiquitous building blocks that easily diffuse to reach a maximal number of potential targets. Such molecules could be small isoprenoids, such as the volatile hemiterpenes, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes found in plant essential oils. Along the same line, convergent biosynthetic evolution (two different organisms hitting upon the same overall strategy to make the same collection of small molecules using unrelated gene products) is more frequently found in terpenes (e.g., gibberellins [120] ). Overall, a high degree of pharmacological synergism should be expected in essential oils, which are prototypical mixtures of secondary metabolites. Unfortunately, despite promising recent findings [122] [123] [124] , relatively little research is dedicated to the molecular pharmacology of volatiles, probably because these compounds do not fit in the current concept of drug-like molecules. The terpene combination medicine Rowatinex consisting of essential oil components was recently shown to be effective in urolithiasis and significantly improved stone clearance [125] . Volatile essential oil components are promising agents to treat pain and inflammation [126, 127] . Thus, mono-and sesquiterpene scaffolds appear to hold great promise for future drug discovery. Volatiles can be highly variable within a taxon, which again reflects environmental adaptations and an ongoing molecular evolution [128, 129] . And this molecular arsenal may be used by all forms of life. For example, the dynamic evolution of polyketide-derived pyrones was shown to be present in all kingdoms of life [130] . A theory of the evolution of secondary metabolites needs to take into account dynamic responses to environmental changes [131] . From an evolutionary point of view, networks of synergic molecules could greatly enhance the chance for fitness. It is therefore conceivable that using complex mixtures rather than monosubstances is closer to a trial and error-type of selection. If you do not know what to use it may be a good strategy to use a mixture, in case there is at least one principle that helps. Furthermore, there is also a fair chance that any kind of synergy will be picked up (see case below on Mexican physician). It would not be surprising if nature itself would show the way towards novel treatments regimes involving synergistic pharmacological effects for complex multifactorial diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases, or type 2 diabetes. A literature survey on pharmacological synergy indicates that studies on botanical drugs are well represented in this area of research (summarized in [30] ). A search in espacenet (www.ep. espacenet.com) reveals that patent applications on apparently synergistic botanical formulations in Asia are increasing almost exponentially. Thus, the concept of synergism is also a selling argument and benefits homo economicus. Although the term synergy (or synergism as the underlying concept) is used frequently, the terminology remains somewhat unclear in phytotherapy. While there are numerous reports on synergies found in vitro, relatively few sound data are available from clinical studies. The synergies that can be measured in vitro may not occur at a systemic level (see discussion below on pharmacodynamics). As previously discussed by Williamson, 2001 [132] , Ulrich-Merzenich et al., 2009 [133] , Verpoorte et al., 2009 [55] , Wagner, 2009 [72] , and more recently by Koch and Efferth [91] , synergistic combination therapies as found in phytotherapies are also being developed for multifactorial diseases in conventional medicine. Examples of pharmacological synergies are increasingly widespread in the experimental literature. While biomedicine usually defines synergism at the level of molecular mechanisms and well-designed clinical studies, in phytotherapy the evidence often remains anecdotal. Some notable exceptions have been reported [30] , but from a total of an estimated 10 000 medicinal plants less than 1% has been studied in such trials. I think that there is a great potential in this line of research also to get insight into the way biological systems work. In fact, pharmacological synergy classifications have proved powerful in dissecting the modularity and connectivity of the underlying biological networks [134, 135] . In order to achieve this level of depth in pharmacognosy, the molecular mechanisms need to be understood first. At present, much of the discussion remains philosophical.
Synergism, an Evolutionary Approach

From Polypharmacology to Network Pharmacology
! Although healing may be magic it is hard to believe that there is a therapeutic effect without a molecular mechanism of action. Botanical mixtures that contain hundreds of potentially bioactive natural products often do not reveal the desired molecular mechanisms of action. A major bottleneck in botanical drug research is the identification of the molecular targets of all bioavailable compounds within the extract (i.e., the overall mode of action). In many cases no feasible mode of action can be elucidated by using conventional biochemical methodologies [39] . Nevertheless, such botanical drugs may still be effective in vivo beyond their meaning response (i.e., placebo effect). The question arises how Fig. 1 Hypothetical nonlinearity between scaffold number and pharmacological effects. A great number of molecules are generated, but few reach their targets to exert an effect due to limited bioavailability (number of bioactive molecules decreases). Due to potential synergies the number of effects could be increased (dotted lines).
such complex mixtures might work if not by potently inhibiting a particular protein target. It is possible that certain natural products in botanical drugs weakly target different proteins within the same signaling network (l " Fig. 2) , thus shutting down the whole process simply by network pharmacology or biochemical synergism. But is it possible that the large number of weakly active plant secondary metabolites in an extract may be enough to exert a pharmacological effect without the presence of a major highly bioactive compound class simply by network pharmacology (i.e., synergy between weakly active compounds)? The term network pharmacology was coined by Andrew L. Hopkins to stress the point that there are drug-target networks rather than single drug targets [1] . The description of complexity is currently observed in many branches of the Life Sciences. Naturally there are functional relationships (systems biology) in living organisms, and genes and proteins are not isolated in space and time. Wagner [30] states that in most botanical drugs, multi-target effects predominate over other synergistic mechanisms. For drug discovery and pharmacology this means that Paul Ehrlichʼs concept of the magic bullet may be one of a shotgun. Integrating network biology and polypharmacology holds the promise of expanding the current concepts on druggable targets [2] and may also help to understand the pharmacological action of botanical medicines. However, the rational design of polypharmacology faces considerable challenges in the need for new methods to validate target combinations and optimize multiple structure-activity relationships while maintaining drug-like properties. The latter point is particularly problematic in the development of botanical drugs because they have not been engineered, but simply taken from nature or at best been optimized to some extent (vide infra). Insights in polypharmacology and synergisms are clearly creating the basis of the next paradigm in drug discovery. Depending on the molecular machinery, synergisms can be produced by differential (e.g., allosteric) ligand interactions in one single protein or at the level of downstream effects. If we take into account the gene expression of important signaling molecules, different drugs may act synergistically simply by partially inhibiting different nodes in the biological network that leads to proinflammatory gene expression (l " Fig. 2 ). Instead of thinking in terms of individual protein targets, we need to portray ligands as having multiple targets which are connected to other targets or functional networks. Molecules are connected to each other in an ordered manner defined by binding interactions in time and space rather than in a loose hodgepodge. There is good evidence that many anti-inflammatory plant natural products act by binding to and blocking proteins, and this may be the reason why there are so many anti-inflammatory medicinal plants [136] . Along that line, many relatively common plant natural products have been shown to be moderate inhibitors of the key transcription factor NF-kappa B, which regulates the expression of multiple signaling molecules that trigger inflammation and carcinogenesis (reviewed in [137] ). Nevertheless, there is no a priori rationale why plants should only produce pharmacologically synergistic and not antagonistic mixtures. Maybe the only rationale would be to assume that in general, and irrespective of their molecular scaffold, secondary metabolites are more likely to inhibit protein functions than to activate them. While they may activate certain membrane receptors, natural products bind to cytoplasmic proteins, thus in the ideal case blocking them. In such a scenario all enzymes causative of the pathophysiology of, e.g., inflammation would be blocked rather than activated, leading to an overall anti-inflammatory effect. The challenge is to design such a kind of pharmacology. By combining advances in chemoinformatics and structural biology, it might be possible to rationally design the next generation of promiscuous drugs with polypharmacology [138, 139] . Multidrug combinations are vital in modern medicine [84] . Drug combinations can also be used to probe the relationships between proteins in a network, and progress towards using drug interactions to infer network connectivity has been made in recent years. Not surprisingly, we start to see whole systems rather than individual targets. A study by Lehár et al. [140] takes this effort a step further by developing innovative tools to use the entire data in a drug-drug interaction dose-response surface to give useful information on the networks in which the drug targets are embedded. Such approaches could be envisaged in the study of the pharmacology of botanical drugs. This would help us to answer the question whether plants produce effective mixtures which target such networks. But how could we ever find out about the targets of the characterized secondary metabolites in a botanical drug? For example, the phytopharmaceutical products Iberogast ® (functional dyspepsia) and Sinupret ® (sinusitis) sold in Europe each consist of a mixture of several plant extracts, harboring hundreds if not thousands of potentially bioactive constituents. Although both botanical drugs have been shown to be therapeutically more effective than placebo in clinical trials [30] , it is still not clear how they work. Maybe a combination of a dozen phytochemicals would already be enough to exert the same effect? Network pharmacology may provide the basis to find out. In silico analyses and virtual pharmacology may provide versatile novel tools in the study of botanical medicine polypharmacology. A first groundbreaking example was provided by Rollinger et al. in whose investigation Ruta graveolens constituents were shown to have a series of theoretical and actual pharmacological targets by employing multiple pharmacophore models for in silico screenings [141] . The major virtual hits that were obtained in that way showed a relatively good predictability and were corroborated in biological assays. In this study, the coumarin rutamarin was shown to be a hitherto unrecognized privileged chemical scaffold. Interestingly, R. graveolens is one of the most ancient and important medicinal plants in the Mediterranean [142, 143] , but literally nothing is known about the potential pharmacological action of rutamarin beyond its spasmolytic effects [144] . The role of network pharmacology as typically stressed by practitioners of herbal medicine is now starting to become increasingly more important in contemporary drug discovery and treatment of multifactorial diseases like cancer, cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases [2, 145] . Nevertheless, rational combination therapies and botanical drugs cannot be directly compared. It is questionable whether a medicinal plant could have evolved secondary metabolites that synergize in their therapeutic effects for one disease area simply by chance. Therefore, in order to appreciate serendipitous beneficial combinations and traditional (empiric) combinations, we first need to differentiate between pharmacologically effective and ineffective botanical drugs. While there are thousands of studies on the effects of phytochemicals in vitro, relatively little is known about the ineffectiveness of phytochemicals.
Pharmacodynamics -Too Complex and Therefore Neglected? ! Probably the biggest problem in pharmacological research on botanical drugs is the lack of insight into the pharmacodynamics of potentially bioactive natural products in drug mixtures. In 2008, Wang et al. reported a study in which they dissected the molecular mechanisms of action of a TCM mixture, containing the extracts of three plants, which was developed based on TCM theories in the 1980s to treat promyelocytic leukemia [74] . While the study nicely demonstrates synergy between secondary metabolites (i.e., bioactive extract components) in vitro, it does not address the obviously important issue of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. The same is true for a study by Gao et al. [146] in which a plausible molecular basis of the synergistic antitumor effect of rhizoma corydali (ezhu) and rhizoma curcumae (yanhusuo) was postulated. Again, the issue of bioavailability was neglected. The phytochemicals highlighted by Wagner [30] to possess the potential to exert synergistic effects with chemotherapeutics, namely curcuminoids and gallocatechins, are poorly bioavailable and rapidly metabolized showing low nM plasma levels (discussed in [147] ). It is very important to empha-size time and again that bioactive natural products do not necessarily possess optimal ADME (administrationdistributionmetabolismexcretion) properties in mammals because the latter have evolved detoxifying mechanisms for many common chemical scaffolds (also found in a vegetable diet) [109] . In light of this, it is highly questionable whether plant extract mixtures should be directly applied to cellular assays as the lack of pharmacokinetic differentiation (e.g., distinct absorption and metabolism) between compounds, as it occurs in vivo, would very likely lead to erroneous conclusions [147] . Fortunately, over the last years, an increasing number of pharmacokinetic studies on bioactive leads in botanical drugs have been carried out [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] , and fortunately the trend seems to be increasing. If a standardized botanical drug is taken orally, in the best case it is known how the major bioactive constituents are absorbed, distributed, metabolized and excreted (i.e., the pharmacokinetic properties), and frequently only murine data are available. However, in most cases insightful studies on the pharmacokinetics of all constituents are lacking [158] . In the end, to talk about herbal medicine pharmacology requires a knowledge about the actual ligand concentration at a given receptor site. This is fundamental in order to understand the pharmacodynamic behavior of one compound in a physiological context (i.e., ligand + receptor associated vs. free states) and ultimately the mechanism of action. If we have a mixture of several hundred potentially bioactive compounds, we should know what the plasma and tissue concentrations of the individual compounds are and all of the respective receptor interactions (K d values) at the given concentration in order to understand how it works. Both maximal concentrations and half times would provide the basis for the feasibility of postulated mechanisms of action from in vitro studies. While all these parameters are commonly known with modern drugs and in the cases where combination therapies are developed, all possible interactions are considered, this is certainly not true for the phytochemicals in botanical drugs. It does not make sense to consider the relevance of a micromolar biological effect in vitro if only nanomolar concentrations of the natural product are found in plasma and tissues. Such effects are notoriously claimed with poorly bioavailable natural products, but they are misleading and will certainly not help to elucidate the actual mechanisms of action [147] . But how can we tackle the challenging task of studying such complex pharmacology? To provide a practical example of the challenges: This author knows a Mexican physician who claims to be able to cure different types of cancer by using a mixture of twelve cytotoxic plants [159] . Although obviously no statistical data exist to unambiguously prove his intriguing empirical observations, it would be extremely difficult to study the putative underlying molecular mechanisms of his botanical drug mixture. Assuming that each plant contained one hundred easily detectable compounds (e.g., in an HPLC chromatogram), he would administer a mixture of more than one thousand compounds. To find out which of these compounds are bioavailable, all compounds would have to be analytically identified and determined in blood plasma upon oral administration. To quantify the potentially bioactive compounds by, e.g., LC-MS/MS, for each analyte an internal standard and a corresponding standard curve would have to be established. This is of course a paramount task. In theory, once the bioavailable compounds would be known, the potential synergisms (and antagonisms/dualities) between the individual compounds at the matching plasma concentrations (AUCs) could be studied in vitro. Would one thousand compounds be bioavailable, at the level of synergism (e.g., in this particular case with cytotoxicity as the readout), this would result in millions of individual experiments using Berenbaums isobole method [102] if all possible combinations or permutations would be made. Without solid clinical data nobody would engage in such a work-intensive and obviously risky project. Needless to say that plant extracts may show significant intersample variations of phytochemicals. In a sense, all of this is the problem of botanical drugs; an apparently hopeless case. But only when we start to actually carry out pharmacokinetic and metabolomic studies with complex mixtures we will be able to judge whether there are synergies or not. Relatively little funding is spent on pharmacokinetics studies, and ADME issues have largely been ignored in the past. Fortunately, companies manufacturing and selling botanical drugs such as A. Vogel Bioforce AG, Schwabe Pharma AG, Zeller AG, SunTen Phytotech Co. Ltd., and Mediherb, Inc. in the past have funded projects involving issues of bioavailability. Such studies will be crucial and are even more important than in vitro pharmacological investigations as the latter cannot be translated to physiology without knowledge on bioavailability.
The Need to Reengineer Botanical Drugs ! Every effective drug has a given therapeutic window in which the effective dose is clearly distinguished from the adverse effects that are expected to occur at higher doses. Rather intriguingly, botanical drugs or certain phytochemicals are often claimed to be nontoxic irrespective of the dose administered [99] , similar to vegetables, fruits, and certain vitamins. It is hard to conceive how, e.g., the phytochemical and food coloring curcumin (E100), which has hundreds of reported targets and exerts a myriad of potentially beneficial effects, could be safe (nontoxic) if it was bioavailable at the indicated bioactive concentrations. For many years it has been claimed that classical phytotherapy using botanical drug combinations exerts superior efficacy and lesser side effects in comparison with monosubstances [160] . Do we really expect potent therapeutic efficacy of botanical drugs or are the therapeutic effects limited by the poor bioavailability and weak pharmacodynamic effect of many phytochemicals? Or is a high percentage of the empirical effectiveness of botanical drugs due to the meaning response? A possible molecular answer is that, providing the bioavailability of active constituents, botanical drugs exert less side effects because they work with synergies. Thus, they do not need to completely inhibit a target but partially inhibit different targets within a network. How can we understand such putative synergies? It is questionable whether dissection of extracts and testing of fractions in high-throughput (HTS) screenings will shed light on the potential synergies found with botanical drugs as suggested previously [133] because current HTS technologies do not take into account pharmacodynamics issues and in vitro pharmacology with complex mixtures is likely to produce artifacts [147] . Although the methodology for synergy research recently summarized by Wagner [30] will be suitable to detect molecular synergies in vitro, the situation is much more complex in vivo. In a Nature News Feature, Qiu [34] wrote about the challenges associated with bringing TCM concepts in contact with Western science. In particular, the lack of standardization and the high variability of phytochemicals between samples and microbial contamination [161] of botanical drug formulae remain a challenge. Much of the work currently performed is based on in vitro studies, widely neglecting ADME issues. However, what we need are thorough in vivo studies addressing the pharmacokinetics and pharmacological effects in vivo (synergisms and antagonisms/dualisms) of phytochemicals found in botanical drugs. Probably, the best way of corroborating the pharmacological efficacy of botanical drugs would be to reengineer the mixtures. By taking apart and reassembling all bioactive constituents, one would be able to find out which natural products contribute to the pharmacodynamics of a given pharmacological effect, either indirectly (i.e., by modulating solubility and bioavailability) or directly (by interacting with particular protein targets). Widely available modern technologies, such as LC-MS/MS, LC-NMR [162] [163] [164] and high content screens [165] , and other innovative approaches [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] should at least in theory allow such endeavors. The simple use of a Caco-2 cell colon epithelial monolayer as a "cellular filter" prior to application of extracts to whole cells would be useful [171] , despite the fact that the microflora of the GI would not be taken into account. Many glycosides and higher molecular weight compounds found in plant extracts would not be absorbed or transported and would not interfere with the cellular assay, thus better simulating the physiological situation. In the end, one would find out about the necessary and unnecessary components in a botanical drug. Currently, the situation is that researchers from different disciplines work on natural products including phytochemicals, providing new tools and insights which should eventually enlighten us.
Outlook ! In the authorʼs opinion, there are two major frontiers in botanical drug research: the role of the meaning response (placebo effect) in empirical and clinical effectiveness, which is not discussed here, and the potential of network pharmacology. Only the rationalization (the process of constructing a logical justification for a decision that was originally arrived at through a different mental process) will shed light on the often obscure nature of the numerous plant-derived drugs with millennial histories. Irrespective of the importance of traditional medicine in developing countries and their growing popularity in the industrialized West [35, 44] , we need to scientifically address the therapeutic potential of botanical drugs [172] . In particular, the underlying pharmacology should be an issue of major significance. Progress will certainly be made by performing more rigorous studies on the bioavailability of natural products prior to applying these compounds to in vitro assays. Moreover, studies on the pharmacodynamics of natural products are urgently needed to understand pharmacological synergies and the potential network pharmacology of complex mixtures. The reengineering of botanical drugs would make the area of medicinal plant research more scientific (i.e., reproducible) and may even lead to the de novo engineering of more intelligent mixtures than the ones provided by plants. By doing so, we would base our understanding of pharmacological efficacy on measurable molecular parameters. Phytotherapy is often said to be too complex to be understood and therefore achieves a mysterious image that adds to the nimbus of botanical drugs. Nevertheless, advocates of botanical drugs should also accept the possibility that certain medicinal plants may be ineffective despite their tradition. To that end, we need to deconstruct the pharmacology part in ethnopharmacology. The bottom line is that in many cases botanical drugs would not stand the test of randomized double-blind placebo control clinical trials and phar-macokinetic and pharmacodynamic modeling. The history of medicine teaches us that tradition alone cannot warrant quality [38] . If this is too radical, the alternative is to see botanical drugs as "holistic agents" and to interpret effectiveness as a variable of the meaning response. I would not be surprised if plants were entities of evolutionary conserved inducers of a strong meaning response because plants are both food and medicine, and humankind has been using medicinal and magic plants for thousands of years. Interestingly, traditional societies do not even differentiate between magic and medicinal plants, and also animals use plants to cure [173] . But in light of the increasing number of studies on the molecular mechanisms of botanical drugs and their role in drug discovery, it would be hypocritical to abandon the rational approach. To quote the German philosopher Hegel: "What is rational is actual (real), and what is actual (real) is rational". I believe that only the integration of sound ADME studies in polypharmacology and network pharmacology concepts for the research on botanical drugs will provide the necessary tools for the rationalization of phytotherapy. Despite the reality that there are thousands of medicinal plants and botanical drugs, and millions believe in them, it may still be a long way toward a rational phytotherapy. After all, accumulated evidence (tradition) can provide support, validation, and substantiation for the theory that a particular plant is therapeutically effective, but will never prove this theory to be true. In actuality, the only truly conclusive knowledge produced by science results when a notion is falsified. But falsification in medicinal plant research is an unappreciative task and not en vogue in times where cultural heritage and herbal nationalism are on the forefront.
